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Strongly recommended books 

The step-parent’s survival guide: Positive advice for achieving a successful step-family. Boyd, 

Hillary. (1998). 

 

A career girl’s guide to becoming a stepmom: Expert advice from other stepmoms on how to 

juggle your job, your marriage, and your new stepkids. Fletcher, Jacquelyn. B. (2007).  

 

Becoming family: How to build a stepfamily that really works. Lauer, R. H., & Lauer, J. C. 

(1999). 

 

The complete idiot’s guide to stepparenting. Lutz, Ericka. (1998). 

 

Keys to successful stepmothering. Mulford, Philippa Greene. (1996).  

 

Stepfamily realities: How to overcome difficulties and have a happy family. Newman, Margaret. 

(1993). 

 

 

The enlightened stepmother: Revolutionizing the role. Norwood, Perdita Kirkness & Wingender, 

Teri. (1999). 

 

The truth about stepfamilies: Real American stepfamilies speak out about what works and what 

doesn’t when it comes to creating a family together. O’Connor, Anne. (2004). 

 

Keys to successful stepfathering. Pickhardt, Carl. E. (1997). 

 

Stepfamilies: Making it great. Parent club handbook. Rosenblum, G. (2000). 

 

Two happy homes: A working guide for parents & stepparents after divorce and remarriage. 

Thomas, Shirley. (2005). 

 

Every step counts: Building a healthy stepfamily. Tufnell, Christine., & Tufnell, Tony. (2007). 

 

How to win as a stepfamily. Visher, Emily. B., & Visher, John. S. (1991). 

 

 

Books recommended  

The new American family. Artlip, Mary Ann., Artlip, James. A., & Saltzman, Earl. S. (1993). 

 

Stepmotherhood: How to survive without feeling frustrated, left out, or wicked. Burns, Cherie. 

(2001). 

 



You’re a stepparent—now what? A guide to parenting in families with nonbiological children. 

Cerquone, Joseph. (1994). 

 

Strengthening your stepfamily. Einstein, Elizabeth., Albert, Linda., & Baird, G. (1991). 

 

The combined family: A guide to creating successful step-relationships. Kaufman, Taube. S. 

(1993). 

 

Encouraging words for new stepmothers. McBride, Jean. A. (2001). 

 

Positive discipline for blended families: Nurturing harmony, respect, and unity in your new 

stepfamily. Nelsen, Jane., Erwin, Cheryl., & Glenn, H. Stephanie. (1997). 

 

Stepwives: 10 steps to help ex-wives and stepmothers end the struggle and put the kids first. 

Oxhorn-Ringwood, Lynne., Oxhorn, L., & Krausz, M. V. (2002). 

 

Active parenting for stepfamilies: For parents & stepparents. Popkin, Michael., & Einstein, 

Elizabeth. (2007). 

 

The courage to be a stepmom: Finding your place without losing yourself. Thoele, Sue. P. 

(1999). 

 

Stepcoupling: Creating and sustaining a strong marriage in today’s blended family. Wisdom, 

Susan., & Green, Jennifer. (2002). 

 

Before you remarry. Wright, H. Norman. (1999). 

 

7 steps to bonding with your stepchild. Ziegahn, Suzen. J. (2001). 


